LOADING THE COILS
1- Un tighten the screw connections of the desired coil slightly. (Illustration 1)
2- Orienting it the internal coil hole in the axle of the screw connection. (Illustration 2)
3- With help of a needle pull the line is through. (Illustration 2)
4- Tie a knot, so that the line cannot slip back any longer. (Illustration 2)
5- Fit now the provided load key into the desired coil groove. (Illustration 3)
6- To load the coils turn the coil in direction of the arrow marked on the coil. (Illustration 3)
7- Tighten now slightly the upper screw connection easily until to you can feel a slight resistance when line is taken off.
Now take the load key from the groove.
USEFUL TIPS
After having loaded about 40 revolutions you should make a small node into the line. This will remind you in time to reload the coils again.
1- Link the end of the remaining line with the new one.
2- Un tighten the screw connection.
3- Fix the load key into the desired coil groove.
4- Turn now into the indicated direction.
5- At the end tighten the screw connection slightly (the line must be slightly braked).
Afterwards take of the load key from the groove and your ready to go!
We thank you for your trust into our product.
Best regards your PEUX team
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the dispenser
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APPLICATION
Our intelligent PEUX dispenser is developed for improved efficiency and to reach order when storing the “line leaders”.In such a way one
does not need to open any longer the dispenser to reload the coils. The individual coils can be loaded simply from the outside
with the included special tool. Each individual coil presents an indicator, which signs that the coil is full. Therefore overfilling not possible.

